
Have you ever tried to learn something fairly simple, yet failed
to grasp the key ideas? Or tried to teach people and found that
some were overwhelmed or confused by something quite basic? 

If so, you may have experienced a clash of learning styles:
Your learning preferences and those of your instructor or audi-
ence may not have been aligned. When this occurs, not only is it
frustrating for everyone, the communication process breaks
down and learning fails.

Once you know your own natural learning preference, you can
work on expanding the way you learn, so that you can learn in
other ways, not just in your preferred style. 

And, by understanding learning styles, you can learn to create
an environment in which everyone can learn from you, not just
those who use your preferred style.

Whenever you are training or communicating with others, you
have information and ideas that you want them to understand
and learn effectively and efficiently. Your audience is likely to
demonstrate a wide range of learning preferences, and your chal-
lenge is to provide variety that helps them learn quickly and well.

Your preferred teaching and communication methods may in
fact be influenced by your own learning preferences. For exam-
ple, if you prefer visual rather than verbal learning, you may in

turn tend to provide a visual learning experience
for your audience.

Be aware of your preferences and the range
of preference of your audiences. Provide a
balanced learning experience by:

Sensory - Intuitive: Provide both hard facts and
general concepts.
Visual - Verbal: Incorporate both visual and verbal
cues.
Active - Reflective: Allow both experiential learn-
ing and time for evaluation and analysis.
Sequential - Global: Provide detail in a structured
way, as well as the big picture. 

Key Points

Learning styles and preferences vary for each of
us and in different situations. 

By understanding this, and developing the skills
that help you learn in a variety of ways, you make
the most of your learning potential. And because
you're better able to learn and gather information,
you'll make better decisions and choose better
courses of action. 
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Learn effectively by understanding
your learning preferences


